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Inside This Issue:  

� Message from the Pres 
� Contest Results 
� What are they doing now…? 
� Revamped Membership List (with e-mails) 
� Events Calendar  
� You Aksed US… 

  

SUMMER is definitely almost here… 
Here we are, well into another flying season – with a busy schedule, so that is why the newsletter is a little late.  
How is the flying this year – are you doing? Better or worse? Faster or higher? More or less?  
The weather – started poor but has been great recently – the only drawback it has been too bloody hot of late and the lack of rain 

makes Mother Earth less forgiving.  
How many have new planes this year? I have flown new planes and dragged out some old planes – both provided good flying, 

thermalling with the Amptique, specking out with the Gentle Lady, and tree locating with the Bergfalke. 
Leaping trees are here again, there have been reports that they are as far north as Springvale and a couple at Greens Road have been 

seen to be flexing their branches  
News Bulletin: Space Warp Vectors attack flying fields – just ask Bud what can happen during an attack! 
A message for NEW members out at the field – don’t be afraid to ask for help and advice. That is what keeps the grass so green – 

ask a silly question and get at least four silly answers plus maybe one pearl of wisdom which may be worth its weight in doughnuts. 

Safety Rules – think safety, be alert, and never assume anything. 
Where are the contestants? Only six appeared at Club Day – the rest must be preparing for the Nationals – and challenged the elements and 
the Randomizing CD. 

President’s Report by Stan Shaw 
When you read this summer is definitely here with warm temperatures and a blue sky filled with beautiful white puffy clouds. Whether 
Mother Nature continues to bless us depends on how we behave; and of course, on which way the winds will blow!! So far we have enjoyed 
several events with decent weather. The turnouts appear to be below expectations especially the Golden Oldies that was held on Saturday 
with nine flyers and then Sunday saw fifteen flyer show up for the event! Perhaps the lesson to be learnt here is better communications. While 
we have our Web site: www.soggi.ca , available for the members, the near majority still uses snail mail for information. Perhaps a telephone 
call reminder system by the executive would help out to bring out more flyers to the events.  

In reading the current MAAC magazine, several issues came to mind that should be discussed for the benefit of our members. The first issue 
is the on-going lawsuit arising from the serious accident involving Tony Van Eck. MAAC has received a writ from the lawyers for Tony. 
MAAC is one of five named in the suit totalling $4 million dollars. MAAC is also expecting a second writ for OHIP to recover the provinces 
medical expense associated with helping the victim. These will probably take several years to settle and will not doubt be instrumental in 
determining our future with regards insurance coverage. Currently the insurance cost is $120,000 but is budgeted for $140,000. The other 
accident involved a flyer losing two fingers when the aircraft he was starting lurched forward.  

While we have a few new members, who wish to learn how to fly gliders, coming out to the field; I don’t see much concern by our current 
members to acquaint these new members with the safety guidelines and field safety rules. I realize that this takes some time to get a first 
understanding of the procedures. More often it is picked up watching the members flying their models at the field directly. This means new 
members are exposed to both the good and poor examples of flyers demonstrating their level of competence. 

So it is quite challenging to answer questions with safety as the major concern for the pilot. Often the members recall an incident that broke 
the rules with dire consequences, usually involving a glider crashing due to pilot error. Equipment failure is experienced from time to time by 
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the experienced flyer due to carelessness or lack of maintenance. Even a pilot’s nervous anticipation of the model’s first flight can undermine 
their usual confident attitude.  

Recently I attend an event where two new models were to under go their test flight. The first pilot did all the pre-flight checks and did a range 
check of the radio both power off and engine power on as required. Next the first ground handling test was quite short and the pilot proceeded 
to fly the model getting it off the ground in a somewhat hurried fashion. After a somewhat brief check of the model, the pilot was anxious to 
fly the model and proceeded to force the model into the air with a resulting stall and inverted landing damaging the model quite badly. This 
whole incident could have been prevented if only …..? 

The second pilot did his pre-flight check and range check the same way. However, this pilot had taken the time to set-up a buddy box system 
for his co-pilot for the first flight. There was extensive taxing up and down the runway. When ready the pilot confidently applied power and 
took off in a smooth controlled manner knowing that if he got in to trouble the buddy system would be there to take over if needed. There is a 
lot to be said for using a buddy system even for an experienced pilot. 

The point I wish to make is; that one pilot takes the time to prepare for the first flight with assistance, while the other rushed into the exercise 
with less preparation and the resulting crash. Perhaps you have witnessed the same scene at the field. What would it take to make the pilot 
more aware of the possible consequences of their actions? Do you have the answer? Perhaps there is a way to make us more aware of the 
consequences of our actions at the field. What do you think? 

We welcome your views, your comments, and your help in making this club better and stronger. The executive is doing its part to make sure 
the facilities are there for your use and enjoyment. We hope you will join us in this effort with not only your advice, but actions as well. Hope 
you have a safe and enjoyable flying season. 

Golden Oldies Contest Saturday June 18th, 2005 
 After a soggy and cold spring you would have thought the members would be rushing out for the first glider event of the season. 
Wrong! The dismal weather forecast for the day must have detoured some to other duties. While I did experience some drizzle on the way 
down and Budd saw rain around Waterdown, the flying site remained dry for the whole day. The sun shone through the clouds occasionally 
to warm the nine flyers who showed up for the contest. Last year there were sixteen in attendance. The only reason for the low attendance 
must be due to holding the event on Saturday instead of on Sunday. Perhaps the weather has more influence than we realize or it old age? 
 Budd Wallace, the CD, called the troops together for Stan Shaw to give them the task for the day: four rounds of ten minute 
precision-duration with no spot landings.  One winch and two hi-starts were set up for the launching on a north-east direction. Budd started 
off the flying with his Bird of Time finding no lift. Stan Shaw, flying a Viking, found some lift for an eight minute flight. Rob Nelson found 
lift with almost a five minute flight.  
 Imre Rosa, a member of COGGI, flew a hundred inch span Astroflight Monterey that he scratch built. Unfortunately the first launch 
on the heavy duty hi-start bent the wing rod and he had to do some quick repair work. He managed to repair it and finished second last. 
Considering that he has only been flying for a year, his enthusiasm and determination was very commendable. Given a larger model he will 
be a force to contend with in the future. 
 Round one saw an average flight time of 3:51. Round two saw the average improve to 4:36 minutes as conditions warmed up with 
Rob Nelson and Werner Klebert getting maximum times. As the clouds overdeveloped the average dropped to 4.00 minutes for round three 
and down to 3:50 for the fourth with no maximum scored. 
 The final standings were as follows:  1st Stan Shaw  1574 points 
      2nd  Rob Neilson  1280   “ 
      3rd  Werner Klebert  1279    “ 
Thanks to all the flyers who came out to fly and help out at the contest by shagging chutes and helping set up the sun shade. A young lad, 
Simon, earned about $2.25 by retrieving the hi-starts. His Dad paid of course! What a deal for the flyers! 
See you at the Club Day, Sunday July 10th.  
  
   Round1  Round2  Round3  Round4  Total  
Budd Wallace  165  96  94  378   733 
Stan Shaw  501  229  591  254  1574 
Rob Nelson  299  591  252  138  1280 
Dick Colley  250  166  191  212   819 
Imre Rosa  102  183  290  108   683 
Philip Stulginski  288  261  209  177   935 
Bob Hammett  229  138  125  217   709 
Werner Klebert  159  596  270  254  1279 
Derek Hartwell   87  229  139  155  610 
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SOGGI Club Day, Sunday July 10, 2005 Report by Stan Shaw 
  
SOGGI members were blessed with wonderful weather somewhat hot, somewhat humid but blue sky and cumulus clouds roaming the 
horizons. The light breeze from the westerly direction conspired to give us almost ideal conditions. Later the wind got stronger and the 
thermals were drifting downwind somewhat quickly! 
Bill Woodward was also busy conspiring his own potpourri / Random score event for the six members who showed up to undertake this event 
with some reservations!  
  
Round one task was straight time, maximum five minutes for 300 points. For every Minute over the max, two points would be deducted for 
every minute. No landing points. 
Round two task was a ten minute maximum for 600 points. For every second over the maximum time one point would be deducted. Landing 
points: 25 points for zero distance from tape center, 24 for one foot from center etc, to 9 points for 25 foot from the center. 
Round three task was a Novathon task. Eight minute maximum time earned 480 points for Task A, 420 points for Task B. No landing points. 
The score sheet for Novathon was used for all scores. 
At the end of the last round a random number between 0 and 1 would be generated on a calculator and multiplied be the maximum allowable 
score for the three rounds (1405 points). The winner of the contest will be the person with the score closest to this number. 
  
By ten a.m. Bill had the pilot’s meeting done and the serious flying started. A winch was laid out and the club hi-start. Doug Wilkins and 
Henry Barclay came out to help out but later decided to try the Binbrook field with their electric models. Is there a message here? 
  
Round one saw Werner Hildersheim and Cliff English getting excellent flights. By round two the race was on with Stan Shaw and Bob 
Hammett posting good scores. However the Third round saw Werner post the highest score and take the lead.  Then Bill waived his magic 
calculator and corrected the final scores according to the random number factor.  
Werner still came out on top with 967 out of 1405 points. Bill awarded the trophies to the winners and Werner will get his name engraved on 
the Otto Bandmann Trophy for 2005. Believe it or not but it has been fifteen years since Otto passed away!  He was one of our most 
enthusiastic Presidents and with his business “Country Hobbies”, and together with his wife, Rose, supported the hobby and the club 
activities for many years. 
  
Next year the CD will bring out a marching band, dancing girls, expensive prizes to wet the interests of our members! IF YOU BELIEVE 
THAT, THEN THERE ARE TWO MOONS IN THE SKY!  Sorry, I was just imagining ….what a daydream!   
 
See the table for final results of the Club Day festivities! Cheers!  
 
 
Name: round1 round 2 round 3 total pts 
Werner  Hildesheim 228 372 367 967 
Stan  Shaw 203 180 414 797 
Cliff English 152 358 261 771 
Bob  Hammett 377 144 139 660 
Kevin Intini 121 93 110 324 
Dick Colley 117 178 0 295 

 
-- 

Some fear flutter because they do not understand it. And some fear it because they do. 

— Theodore von Karman, aerodynamicist 
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 A new column for those hard to answer questions… 
Send in your questions and our team of experts will help you find the right answer! 
 
 

What is a Dutch Roll???  
 

It's a maneuver that combines yawing and rolling motion, sort of like a falling leaf. The model wags its tail side-to side, 
and rolls in concert (but out of phase) with the tail-wagging. It's sort of like a falling leaf's motion, but regular, with a 
specific frequency. It's the result of a number of parameters, the main ones being the wing dihedral, the effective fin 
area, and the inertia about the yaw axis. In general, too much dihedral and/or not enough fin area will result in a Dutch-
rolling tendency.  

 

Construction Pictures: 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1  - Algebra ready for range check 

 
 
--- vinceh@sympatico.ca wrote:  
 
Hi all, 
 
   I found the following while surfing the web for some fun things to try. 
 
   This is a "game" where you fly a cross country task and try to get the best time without 
landing out (i.e. you must make it back to your home field). There is no actual flying like in 
a standard simulator, but it is fun: 
   http://www.forsterlewis.com/soaring/krasnoff/krasnoff.html 
 
   For an actual soaring simulator I found "Silent Wings". It is a full scale sim with choice 
of aero-tow or winch launch, decent graphics, thermals and downloadable scenery.  There is a 2 
week demo which is free.  If you have a joystick it's pretty fun.  Brought back memories of 
bouncing behind a tow plane when I was learning to fly many moons ago :) 
   http://www.silentwings.no/home/ 
Have fun. 
Vince 
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For Sale:  Want Ads:  Personals 
 
 

For Sale: 
Computer Hardware 

1 – SCANNER, Flatbed, Like new 
                 Artec 1236USB, 32-bit Colour, 19200 dpi resolution, W95/98 Compatible………..$50.00 
Computer Software 
 1 – NASCAR Racing 3     SOLD 
 1 – RED BARON, WWI flight sim game 
 1 – USNF97, Jane’s US Navy fighters Simulator …………………………………………$10.00ea           
 
Contact Dick at 905-689-7761 or colleydogge@execulink.com 

  
 

For Sale: 
 1 – AstroFlight Model 110, Charger - Peak detecting 
  4 -12 cells, 4.5A charge rate, for 450-1700maH Batteries 
  12V DC Input (Car Battery)…………………………………………………………. $50.00 
 
Contact Dick at 905-689-7761 or colleydogge@execulink.com 
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Is there anybody out there? – Who has an article inside just bursting to get out  
- We publish for free! 

 

     Suggestions for a Winter Project 
 
 Tension Gauge for Hi-Starts 
 Foam wing Cutter – Computer Driven 
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2004/5 SOGGI Executive 

President: Stan Shaw    (519)-763-7111 
  39-383, Edinburgh Road, 
  Guelph, Ont.      N1G 2K7 
 
Vice President: Bud Wallace               (905) 274-3177 
  1060, Eastmount  Avenue 
  MISSISSAUGA, Ont.     L5E 1Z3 
 
Treasurer: Derek Hartwell    (905) 578-7991 

39, Isaac Brock Drive 
HAMILTON, Ont   L8J 2P1  

 
Secretary: Cliff English    (905)-522-4561 
  24, Blackwood Crescent 
  Hamilton, Ont.      L8S 3H5 
  
Editor:  Dick Colley    (905)-689-7761 
  101, Braeheid Avenue 
  Waterdown, Ont.      L0R 2H5 
 
Deadline for September Issue of Task:  August 22nd 2005 
 

 

2005/6 Calendar of Events 
 
    

• 2005 
• Flying Instructor Safety School – TBA 
• October 2nd Members meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm 
• November 13th Members meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm 
• December 11th Members meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm 
• 2006 
• January 8th Members meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm 
• February 12th Members meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm 
• March 12th Members meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm 
• April 8th  Members meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm  
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CONTEST DATES 
• Flying Aces Dates – courtesy of Dick Fahey 
• July 30, August 13, August 27, Sept 10 and 24 
•  

 
 
 
 
 
 

SOGGI Contest Schedule - 2005 

Date CD Name Type of Contest Club Phone Number 

Saturday, August 6, 2005 

Sunday, August 7, 2005 
Jim Eichenberg Aerotow Oakville Club (905) 849-972 

Saturday, August 20, 2005 Stan Shaw EIec.Spd 400 F5J (SOGGI Open)  
No Rain Date 519-763•7111 

Sunday, August 21, 2005 Mike Thomas EIec.Spd 400 F5J C.O.G.G 416-748-2833 

Sunday, September 04, 2005 Dick Colley Big Bird Bash SOGGI (open) 
Rain Date Mon.5th 905-689-7761 

Saturday, September 10, 2005 

Sunday, September 11, 2005 

Gudmund 
Thomson Aerotow Arnprior Ottawa Club 613-837-0848 

Sunday, September 11, 2005 Tony Boothman RES class C.O.G.G 705-722-8830 

Sunday, September 11, 2005 Bob Sherlicker Open F3J C.O.G.G 905-820-2789 

Sunday, September 18, 2005 Roy Bouke Sport EIec.Sailplane C.O.G.G 416-493-0111 

Saturday, September 24, 2005 

Sunday, September 25, 2005 
Bill Woodward Aerotow  

Season Ender C.M.A.S Fergus 519-653-4251 

 
 

COUNTRY LIFE (or What the Papers Say..) 
 
Do you realize that someone in the world is the worst doctor. It has to be. A process of elimination. 
Sooner or later you’re going to find the worst doctor. The weird part is someone has an appointment 
tomorrow -George Carlin 
 
The reason lighting never strikes the same place twice is that the same place isn’t there the second time -
Willie Tyler 
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A few thoughts on RANDOM Numbers 
What consitutes a "true" random number is difficult to decide, since the concept of randomness is itself somewhat 
difficult to define. What is universally agreed that any "random number generator" based solely on deterministic 
computation cannot be regarded as a "true" random number generator, since its output is inherently predictable. 

 John von Neumann once famously said "Anyone who uses software to produce random numbers is in a state of sin". 

However, under some circumstances, carefully chosen pseudo-random number generators can be used instead of true 
random numbers for some applications. Rigorous numerical analysis is usually needed to justify these applications. 

In other circumstances, particularly for security 
applications, the use of pseudo-random numbers instead 
of true random numbers can completely compromise the 
application they are being used for. 
 


